MIT CVT Terminator 1 Cable Review
Associated Gear List:











Dedicated 20 AMP circuit w/ hospital grade outlet
Panamax 5300 power center w/ PS Audio XStream Plus PC
Denon DCD-3000 CD player
Denon TU-1500RD tuner
Pioneer Elite A-35R integrated amp w/ PS Audio Jewel PC
Polk Audio LSi9 speakers on DIY steel stands
Isoblocks under all components
Auralex 2” Studiofoam Wedge-22 room treatments
DIY room treatments
Walker Edison component rack

Gear List MSRP (cables not included) = ~ $3,725
MIT CVT Terminator 1 cables MSRP = ~ $2,900

Music Selection:
1. “Deep Enough to Dream” – Chris Rice
2. “Prone to Wander” – Chris Rice
3. “Time after Time” (Live recording in HDCD) – Nichole Nordeman

Brief Review:
Usually cables consist of 10% to 20% of the value of one’s system. Obviously,
the CVT-1’s are above and beyond the scope of my humble system.
Nevertheless, I had a great time experiencing these in my rig and a big thanks
to MIT for the gracious offer of this demo.
In the past, I have tried a wide variety of interconnect and speaker cables just
to experiment and hear the differences for myself. At times, I heard no
difference, and other times a subtle improvement or degradation. Maybe
people expect too much from cables and hence the controversy. I don’t know,
just my opinion.
Currently my 2-channel rig is outfitted with all Blue Jeans cables until I decide
on a new upgraded brand. My hopes were that this demo would help me

decide if MIT would be my next upgrade. After spending a couple weeks of
critical listening, I have come to the conclusion…more on that later.
You better be ready to take some time and route these massive cables properly,
especially the speaker cables. The locking RCA connectors on the IC cables
scream of quality and work well. The iconn connector system is about as nifty
as a person could ask for, and again nice quality parts were used here. Big
thanks to Gavin at MIT who sent me some flexipin iconn connectors for my
amp which worked perfect.
For a few days, I used only a set of IC cables between my CD player and
Integrated amp and not the speaker cables. I could tell a slight improvement in
sound quality, particularly with the breath and air under the voice and
instruments. Bass seemed a bit cleaner. But when I added the speaker cables to
the mix, I was floored! Now I realize that these cables are really meant to be
used together as matching sets! I found myself listening for hours, digging out
old CD’s and really enjoying this new listening experience.
The soundstage grew tremendously, vertically and horizontally. Bass became
alive, pounding my chest but never once a hint of bloat. Female vocals became
so real that I got cold chills at times. My reference recordings had new life, and
instruments jumped out of the air and introduced themselves like never before
in my rig. Not sure of the audiophile term here, but it’s like I could hear
everything happening at once without one aspect of the music calling too
much attention to itself. Piano notes were tamed, and the cello and violin
became so real. The center stage became more apparent as well. From top to
bottom of the spectrum, I felt as if every single area had gained some
improvement. Whatever is in those brick sized network boxes has got
tremendous game.
These are by far the best cables I have ever tried, and now it is time to find a
set of MIT series that will fit my budget. Most likely I will be looking into the
AVT or older Terminator lineup.
To all who made this demo happen: Gavin, Jesse, and all the folks at
MIT…THANK YOU!

